RESOLUTION

Ukrainian-Polish Academic Forum about the foundation of the Polish Central Scientific-Technical Library in Ukraine

The participants of Ukrainian-Polish Forum, which has been held on 10-12 December, 2009 in the National Technical University of Ukraine "Kyiv Polytechnic Institute", support the initiative of Warsaw Polytechnic University, Kyiv Polytechnic Institute and the Polish Education Foundation “Perspektywy”, in relation to foundation of the Polish Central Scientific-Technical Library in Ukraine at the Ukrainian-Polish Centre of NTUU “KPI” within two years.

The lecturers, scientists, students and postgraduates of both countries, who wish to develop Ukrainian-Polish cooperation in scientific-technical field, to realize scientific-technical and research projects based on the achievements of higher technical education institutions of the Republic of Poland and Ukraine, feel the necessity of foundation of the Polish Central Scientific-Technical Library in Ukraine.

The foundation of the library is especially important now, when there is an increasing need in Europe in highly qualified engineers and technicians, and specialists in the field of new technologies. Also, because of initiatives, which appear with the aim of development of European potential in this area.

Leading partner of this project is Warsaw Polytechnic University, which will take actions to define scientific profile of the library in order to realize the project (including the part of the accumulation of necessary funds).

NTUU”KPI” will provide an all-round support of the project on the step of concept development as well as providing necessary premises. Polish Education Foundation "Perspektywy" will support organizational actions of all possible partners of the project.

The participants of the forum apply to authorities of the Republic of Poland and Ukraine with regard to providing of necessary support to the project of foundation of the Polish Central Scientific-Technical Library in Ukraine. They also authorize the authors of such an important initiative to transfer this resolution in appropriate ministries and other authorities of the Republic of Poland and Ukraine.

Kiev, December 11, 2009